
Specialised Events and Intelligent Design 
Fully compliant healthcare events and meetings


______________________________


Evenio delivers high quality international event management in the pharmaceutical and 
healthcare sector with a specialisation in pharmaceutical Investigator Meetings. With our global 
reach and industry focus, Evenio events provide unique value to clients. With Evenio, you can 
focus on creating the professional synergy you want and leave the details up to us.


You want to make the most of your event, and with Evenio, your goals and standards are our 
highest priority.  

Based in Europe, Evenio’s experienced team and global mindset delivers consistent 
compliance and quality execution in any country, culture or venue. 
______________________________

Our Compliance Certificate 
The healthcare and pharmaceutical industry demands a strong focus on compliance and 
transparency. Our detail-oriented team is always up to date in the latest industry requirements 
and ready to help you meet all regulatory standards. With Evenio’s expertise in compliance and 
reporting policies, you can rest assured that your event will be compliant, transparent, target-
specific, and cost-effective.  


Planning and due diligence are factored into every aspect of our event planning. Evenio 
understands that industry compliance issues are at the core of every event in this industry, and 
we ensure that each and every requirement is fully satisfied.  For that reason, each member of 
our team has received the necessary professional certification to manage healthcare meetings 
according to industry standards.


Global Mindset and Global Presence 
We organize events all over the globe and see every city as a distinct experience that can and 
should add a special flavour to your professional event. So far Evenio has successfully 
executed events in:


Brussels, Warsaw, Helsinki, Moscow, Berlin, Stockholm, 
Budapest, Kiev, Prague
But for Evenio, there are no borders.


______________________________


Our Values 

Laying the Groundwork 



At Evenio, event planning starts with learning your expectations and objectives. Then we begin 
designing an event that will fulfill your goals to the highest standards of industry compliance. 
However, we are always mindful that it is the creative touches that make every event shine. 


We are here to see you through 
Evenio’s team starts each event by initiating and maintaining direct communication with all 
interested parties throughout the registration and travel planning process. Our deep knowledge 
of the industry and event partners also ensures that everyone is in constant contact with us, 
and that all are focused on making your event a success.


Transparency and Confidentiality 
All personal data is kept confidential. We work with all partners and venues to guarantee that 
all personal data remains secure and adheres to the most up to date requirements.


Compliance 
Evenio’s events are fully compliant with industry requirements and include provide post-event 
reporting. 


A Passion for Customer Service 
Our team gives their utmost to deliver unforgettable events that also fulfill our client’s needs. 
Venues, partners and everyone involved in an Evenio event are vetted for quality and their 
passion for customer service.


______________________________


Evenio events are crafted with care by our professional team to ensure a high quality and 
memorable experience from the very beginning up to the very last day of our co-operation.


Planning and Concept Development 
At Evenio we begin every engagement with in depth research of our client’s needs. Once we 
understand your ethos and aspirations, we can begin the design process to make your event a 
one of a kind Evenio experience.


Venues and Vendors 
The right location is a key aspect of any Investigator Meeting. Once we have decided upon 
your location and the concept you want, we begin to investigate the venues and vendors that 
will best suit your compliance and budget needs.


Communication and Co-ordination 
We believe that the personal touch is one of the things that sets Evenio events apart. We will 
reach out to all meeting participants and our team will closely oversee all contact with them. 
We will also build a customized online Cvent event platform tailored to your event.




Reporting

Evenio will provide a detailed post-meeting report to support all compliance reporting 
requirements. 


We are Evenio — and we are ready to organise an event for you today!


